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à Now we will consider the effect of solutes having charge



Equations of Electrodiffusion

Nernst-Plank Equation

Continuity

Poisson�s Equation
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Mobility & Stokes-Einstein Relation

- mechanical mobility [s/kg]
from Einstein 
relation

Ø Force (fp) required to move a sphere of radius a through a 
viscous medium of viscosity h with a velocity of n is

Stoke�s Law
(eqn.3.22)

Ø Particle mobility, up , is defined as the ratio of the particle 
velocity to the force on the particle

Ø Relating to the diffusion constant (Annus Mirabilis):

Similar to 
(reciprocal of) 
impedance



Nernst-Plank Equation à Electrodiffusion

diffusion electric 
drift

current
density

à Essentially a charged version of Fick�s first law, but now with 
an additional term due to electric forces (the drift term on the right)



Electric Drift

à Consider a charge q placed between 
two uniformly/oppositely charged plates

q>0

- uniform E field between

- force exerted on charge (Coulomb�s law)

- E depends upon spatial gradient of the 
potential

Think in terms of energy (e.g., where does it come from? conserved?)



Continuity Equation

spatial change in 
current density

temporal change in 
charge density

à Just like our derivation for diffusion, this essentially tells us 
about the conservation of charge



Þ imagine a cube (with face area A and length Dx) and a time interval Dt

solute entering from left - solute exiting from right
(during time interval [t, t +Dt] )

= change in amount of solute inside cube
(during time interval [t, t +Dt] )

Weiss

Review: Continuity Equation (re diffusion)



solute entering from left  - solute exiting from right
(during time interval [t, t +Dt] )

change in amount of solute inside cube
(during time interval [t, t +Dt] )

=

=

Review: Continuity Equation (re diffusion)



Review: Continuity Equation

Jn(x, t) = znF�n(x, t)

Relationship between current density and flux:



Poisson�s Equation

charge density [C/m3]

à Stemming from Gauss� Law, relates the 
charge density and electric potential





à Simplifies Poisson�s equation such that 
y is a linear function across the membrane



§ Charge Relaxation Time 

§ Debye Length

Measures spatial extent of electric potential
(i.e., distance over which electroneutrality is violated)

Measures temporal change in charge density
(i.e., relaxation time of charge distribution)

à Both are very small (1 ns and 1 nm respectively; see Weiss v.1 7.2.3), 
justifying that ionic solutions obey electroneutrality



à

Rearrange Nernst-Plank Equation

Integrate across membrane

Rearrange/Rename



à Like Ohm�s law!

~ 59 mV 
(for zn=+1, room temp.)



~ 59 mV 
(for zn=+1, room temp.)

Note: ln x = 2.303 log10 x 
& log10 e = 1/2.303



Mechanical analog for electrodiffusive equilibrium

Analog to gravitational potential energy
(no negative concentrations!)



How is the Nernst potential generated?

c1 < c2

Assumption: Single permeable ionic species (positively charged)

à Note that the creation of a significantVn need 
not require significant concentration changes



Resting Potential

à Independent of whether a cell �fires� an action potential or not, note that 
there is a baseline trans-membrane potential (�resting potential�)



Resting Potential

à What is the basis for 
such a resting potential?
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Problem



Problems SOL



Problems SOL




